Last 6 hours of my HOW TO
WRITE A NOVEL Early-Bird Sale
By Holly Lisle
At the top of this (and every) page on the
site, you’ll currently see a little timer.

Today is the last day of my How to Write a Novel Early-Bird
Launch, where the price is about 50% off my projected final
price once the class is done.
And as I write this, we’re down to the LAST SIX HOURS.
I have not flogged the launch — we’re close to Christmas, I
know money is tight for most folks, I know most folks’
thoughts are going in other directions.
But I promised some of my writers who requested it that I’d
give them another chance to buy the class for a low price
before I passed the halfway mark creating it.
That’s now.
And right now, the class is $57/month for 8 months, or $456 as
a single payment.
There are folks who have a dream of writing a novel, but I can

say from experience (having shared that dream), that until you
decide to do the work, it never stops being a dream.
And if this is a dream you share, my process will help you
turn the dream into your reality.
STILL not going to flog the thing… I put up two downloadable
lesson samplers that you can get here:
Sampler
One:
https://hollylisle.com/the-how-to-write-a-novel-lesson-s
ampler-part-one/
Sampler
Two:
https://hollylisle.com/the-how-to-write-a-novel-lesson-s
ampler-part-two/

The timer’s going, and once the countdown is done, I will not
offer this price again.
Right now, you still have some time, and can look over the
first parts of the first fourteen lessons, missing, of course,
most of the techniques and demos,
all of the worksheets,
the class discussions,
the assignments,
the videos…
and the fact that I’m only 15 out of 38 lessons (so far)
into creating the class…

So the samplers are pretty thin. But they’ll give you a taste
of what this is about.
And you can decide from there.

If this is your dream, though, I
hope to see you in class, and help
you make it your reality.
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“How to Write A Novel” LIVE
class Q&A on YouTube Live
tomorrow
By Holly Lisle
At 1:30 PM ET, Thursday. September 6th, I’m going to be taking
questions on my upcoming How to Write a Novel class.
If you’d like to download the lesson list and descriptions (35
lessons
at
the
moment),
you
can
do
that
from
https://HowToWriteANovelClass.com
If you want to show up tomorrow to hang out, ask questions,
and chat, join me here:
https://www.youtube.com/user/suspensewriter/live
If folks show up (I’m not presuming), I’ll stick around as
long as there are questions (up to two hours).
If not? Well, it’s going to be a very short live broadcast,
because I’m just going in to talk to folks.
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